Healing Art Forms Healing List PDF
All individual healings we offer are listed here below, as on our website. If you have any
questions about any other them feel free to contact us via email. All healing sessions can be
purchased individually at our WebStore on http://www.healingartforms.com
If there is a healing session you would like to have done and it is not listed here feel free to
contact us via email and ask if we offer this, as we try to keep all of our listings up to date for
everyone. If you have any other questions feel free to let us know. Many Blessings!

Abandonment Clearing: This healing is to clear out any issues within the abandonment pattern
of one's energy fields. All problem areas will be removed and all areas repaired along with
positive love, releasement and clearing energies brought in to balance the energy flow.
Abundance Blockage Clearing: This healing works on clearing out any issues within the
abundance energy flow in your life. This will repair any leakage points, removal any blockages or
any other energy issues in this area and allow for positive energy flow for this pattern.
Abuse Trauma Healing: This healing will removal any problems within the abuse trauma areas
of your energy fields, repair any damage and heal the energy flow. This will then create a
positive releasement energy flow self care in your life.
Acceptance Healing: This healing will remove problems with self acceptance as well as how
others see you in your life, heal all of the damage and allow for positive acceptance to come
into this energy pattern for your energy flow.
Akashic Records Healing: This healing will work on any issues within the akashic records for
past life, soul healing and oaths/vows. This does not close open past life portals (please see this
healing below), as this healing work on just the akashic records energy flow for one's energy
fields. This session is good for removing all problems within the akashic records itself.
Angelic Rebirthing Healing: This healing is a wonderful way to experience the rescripting of
your birth. When working with a rebirthing process many people feel as if they have "come
alive"once again and can experience this profound new reason in their life. A rescripting of the
birthing process can realign the energy flow for your current lifetime to allow for more positive
energy to flow from this moment.
Astral Cords Healing: This healing will remove all negative astral cords, repair or remove all
damaged astral cords and enhance all positive astral cords within your energy fields. Astral
cords can be to people, places, situations and energy flow issues within them.

Attachment Removal (Other): This healing will remove all "other" attachments within your
energy fields. "Other" means additional attachments that are not lower level spiritual entities,
spiritual parasites and psychic attachments. This means upper level entities, physical parasites,
alien attachments, etc. This is a customized session which requires an energy scan prior to
completing.
Attraction Opportunity Healing: This healing will work on the attraction opportunity pattern
and energy flow for your energy fields dealing with attraction energy, opportunity energy and
bringing these both into your life. All problem areas here will be removed and the energy flow
enhanced.
Aura Attachments Removal: This healing will remove all aura attachments from your energy
fields, correct their issues and repair them from what the attachments caused the areas they
were attached to. This is not a full aura healing session, only an attachment removal session.
Aura Layers Healing (Main 7 Layers): This healing will work on all 7 main aura layers to remove
problems, repair any damage and enhance each and every aura layer for their corresponding
energy flow.
Belief Pattern Healing: This healing will work on the belief energy flow for your energy fields.
This pattern is specific and connected in with your subconscious matrix and soul level for their
energy to move smoothly.
Body Systems (Cardiovascular, Circulatory, Digestive, Endocrine, Integumentary,
Lymphatic/Immune, Muscular, Nervous, Renal/Excretory, Reproductive, Respiratory, Skeletal,
Urinary, All Connections): These individual healings are to work on each main body system for
their energy flow. For example, the cardiovascular body system will work on issues for the
cardiovascular energy flow, any blockages, barriers, energy anchors, etc. All problems will be
removed from the body system you decide to have worked on the energy flow will be brought
back to a positive energy circuit for the area. It is recommended to have all body systems done
together if positive for an even balance of energy flow.
Cellular Pattern Healing: This healing will work on the cellular level to help release fear and
negativity that have been built up from a physical or emotional trauma. This also helps clear any
negativity caused by unconscious projections of people that are closest to you, also called
energetic dumping, as well as any other problems for the cellular level.
Chakra Cellular Memory Healing: This healing will work on the chakra cellular memory to
removal any impurities that have settled here and not within the main chakra points. Issues
that reside within the chakra cellular memory can manifest in your life as overwhelmed
emotional instabilities, cellular imprints residing within the chakra centers, energetic flow
issues, grounding problems, blockages returning, etc.
Chakra Points Healing/Opening: This healing will work on all 7 main chakra points as well as all

minor chakra points to remove any problem areas, repair any damage and enhance all energy
flow from the main chakra points and expanded out to all of the minor ones to balance for the
energy flow.
Chakra Cords Healing: This healing will remove all negative chakra cords, repair or remove all
damaged chakra cords and enhance all positive chakra cords within your energy fields. Chakra
Cords can be created for any reason to the chakra points and expand out to your other energy
patterns as well as people, places and situations.
Co-Dependency Clearing: This healing will remove all problems within the co-dependency
pattern of your energy fields. It is about removing all of the old programming issues as well as
any problem areas within these patterns to allow for a positive and free flowing energy pattern
to move here so that you can take back control of your life.
Communication Connections Healing: This healing will work on all communication connections
within your energy fields. We can have hundreds of these within our energy fields that deal just
with our forms of communication. They can become damaged and negative, however they can
be repaired and enhanced back for their energy flow.
Control Clearing: This healing will remove any problems within the control pattern on your
energy fields for control issues you have towards your life and others. This is not the session to
have if other's are controlling you or your energy, as this deals with attachments, cordings and
energetic weaving patterns. The control clearing is for your energy fields and your control issues
in life.
Cosmic Implants Removal Healing: This healing will remove all cosmic implants within one's
energy fields. Cosmic implants cause the overall vibrational level for one's energy fields to be a
bit slower as they hold back the energy flow and vibrational frequency. Once these are removed
the energy flow returns to a balanced state for these areas.
Curse Pattern Removal: This healing will remove all curse patterns within your energy fields
from other people,places, portals or past life issues. If these come in from previous lifetimes it is
also recommended to have the open past life portals closed as well. After this is completed a
basic protection is also done to help prevent new ones from being placed within one's energy
fields.
Cycle Pattern Removal: This healing will remove one cycle pattern per session. Cycle patterns
are a patterns that repeat over and over within your lifetime. These can be from this lifetime or
previous lifetimes as well. Cycle patterns will continue to repeat until the pattern is removed or
broken by the person. One cycle pattern is removed per session.
Dark Side Pattern Healing: This healing will remove the dark, or shadow, side as a part of
ourselves that is less than light, positive, or even a negative side. Our dark/shadow side is what
is blocking what we want to become in our true destiny. It can even at times persuade us to

continue in a negative behavior or fashion in certain areas even though we have made a
conscious choice to be positive and full of light.
Death Clock Healing: This healing works on the termination/death clock pattern within our
energy fields. All problem areas are cleared and all damage repaired. The termination/death
clock pattern is then reset so you soul can choose when you wish to leave this current lifetime.
Demonic Attachments Removal: This healing is done by customized session only. It is
recommended to speak with us prior and have a customized energy scan done prior to this
session so we know exactly what issues you are dealing with and can give a proper estimate for
you on session length and pricing.
Destiny Healing: This healing works on the destiny pattern within one's energy fields. This
removes any problem areas, opens up the energy flow and allows for a positive destiny energy
to unfold for you. This places you in control of this energy and power and allows for additional
positive energy flow for the area.
Divine Source Connection Healing: This healing works on your own specific Divine Source
connections. These supply us with the power and energy directly from the Divine Source. You
may have one, two or more of them, as each person is different as are their connections to the
Divine. It is up to us to keep them high and vibrant and use these connections to tap into the
power, knowledge, wisdom, and energy that the Divine Source has to offer.
DNA Healing/Activation: This healing works on your DNA, RNA, and ENA (Emotional Level of
DNA). This session includes releasing through genetic coding, patterns, and predispositions that
are not aligned with the divine mind. For this session you will receive all three levels of healing
work done in one healing session to give you the highest vibrational level for this area of your
energy fields.
Emotional Armor Healing: This healing works on the emotional armor issues we have built up
over our lifetimes. Each instance this happened another layer of armor was added to where we
are now today looking back and not even being able to see our true emotional self underneath
it all. All of this is removed, released, healing and balanced for the energy flow.
Emotional Balance Healing: This healing works on keeping our emotions in balance.Emotional
instabilities can occur within your energy fields due to energy leakage, blockages, or stagnant
energy. They can cause the energy to pool and spin out of control. This can affect your moods,
mental clarity, emotional issues, spiritual problems, chakra issues, meridian blockages, aura
stability, and much more.
Energetic Alignment Healing: This healing works on all seven levels of your energetic alignment.
Imagine seven plates being stacked on top of each other and a pole going right down through
them all. This is a perfect and balanced alignment. When things are not aligned, it is not about
them being together with each other, but rather them being aligned on the pole plus with each

other, as this is a balance. The seven levels that will be worked on during this Energetic
Alignment's session are: Emotional Body, Physical Body, Energetic Body, Relationship Energy,
Environmental Influences, Work and Purpose, and Money and Material Well-being.
Energetic Borders/Boundaries Healing: This healing works on your energetic borders and
boundaries. This is the outer most protection for your energy fields. These hold your
programming to keep negative issues from attaching to your energy fields. However if they are
at a lower vibrational level, have been damaged or attacked and not repaired this area can end
up having rips, tears, holes, blockages, attachments and much more. This area is one of the
most important parts of one's energy fields for protection.
Energetic Knots Removal: This healing works on removing all energetic knots within one's
energy fields. Energetic knots are similar to having a knot in your muscles, but rather these are
within your energy fields and energy patterns as well. This is something that many people can
understand on the physical level, but the same is also felt on the energetic level with these
types of knots within your energy fields.
Energetic Openings/Voided Areas Healing: This healing works on these empty spaces within
your energy fields. Energetic openings and voids are open areas of empty space that is not
being filled with energy. These can be caused by energy ripples within patterns, blockages
holding back the energy flow, patterns now allowing the energy movement to fill an entire area,
etc. These are not a positive or a negative area for one's energy flow, as they are neutral as they
are simply an empty pocket within the pattern or field.
Energetic Overflow Clearing: This healing works on clearing out any energetic overflow issues
within one's energy fields. These are found within one's energy patterns when their are large
blockages or energetic barriers completely blocking the energy flow where this backs up and
just starts pooling to the point of overflowing. These will be cleared and issues removed for free
flowing energy.
Energetic Signature Healing: This healing works on your own specific energetic signature.
Everyone in this world has an energetic signature, and each person's is unique for their own
energy fields. Your energetic signature holds your energetic makeup information within this
such as your name, location, sex, and so on. It is unique for each person based on their
information that this holds. Similar to your own thumbprint, we all have a different one. On an
energetic level this is what helps establish your own unique and individuality and also helps
connect in with the Divine Source.
Energetic Weaving Pattern Removal: This healing works on removing any energetic weaving
patterns within your energy fields from other people. Energetic weaving deals with the energy
we have from interacting with others on a daily basis for some time, where we have not only
established astral cords, but also start to have their energetic fields interweave within ours.
Energetic weaving can be done subconsciously over time and having a lot of interaction with

them and also consciously and subconsciously done by others connecting into your energy
fields to cause harm as well.
Environmental Connections Healing: This healing session works on all of the environmental
connections within one's energy fields. For a typical middle aged person one can have
thousands of environmental connections to work on. The negative and damaged ones are
removed and the positive ones can be removed or enhanced for one's energy flow. You can also
opt to have all of the environmental connections removed if you wish.
Etheric Blueprint Healing: This healing works on removing all issues and bring back your etheric
blueprint to the original design you came into this lifetime with. This design holds all of the
information for our etheric levels as to the design of what, where, how and when. This area is
something we want to keep healthy and vibrant for the energy flow.
Family Grid Lines Healing: This healing works on the family rid lines that deals with family
issues. These can be issues that run in the family as well as problems that the family is facing
together. It can be anything from physical issues, emotional problems, mental strife and even
spiritual disconnection.
Fear Clearing/Healing: This healing works on clearing out all fear based issues, blockages and
problems from your deep fear pattern within your energy fields. All problem areas are healed
and energy flow is then enhanced with fear releasement healing energies.
Financial Pattern Healing: This healing session deals strictly with financial issues and problems.
These can be anything dealing with your finances. This session is often paired with the
abundance blockage clearing, scarcity clearing and attraction opportunity healing.
Floater Removal Healing: This healing removes all floaters within your energy fields. These are
all pockets of energetic debris or energy blockages that are moving along with the energy
patterns. Some blockages can form from one's subconscious, others from people placing them
there and others from energetic debris that has gathered.
Forgiveness Healing: This healing session works on removing all problems with forgiveness.
Forgiveness of yourself and others as well. It removes all problem areas, repattern the energy
flow and allows for releasements of new and re-occurring issues with forgiveness.
Four Lower Bodies Healing: This healing session works on all four lower bodies for the healing
process. The four lower bodies include the etheric body, mental body, emotional body and
physical body. These are all connected together to make up the energy flow for this area.
Grid Planes Healing: This healing works on all four grid planes that are closely connected in with
the four lower bodies. These grid planes are the emotional grid plane, mental grid plane,
physical grid plane and spiritual grid plane. This session is often paired with the four lower
bodies healing to allow for a major balance and shift within one's energy.

Grieving Pattern Healing: This healing works on the grieving pattern within one's energy fields.
This helps to remove and release all backed up issue of loss in one's life, as these can compound
over time.
Guilt Pattern Healing: This healing works on the guilt pattern within one's energy fields. This
pattern holds guilt issues not only from yourself, but from guilt other people place within your
energy fields when someone tries to make you feel guilt about something. All problem areas are
cleared and releasement energies are brought in to keep this area healthy.
Higher Self Connections Healing: This healing works on your higher self connections and allows
for a complete merger of these areas. Everyone has a higher self and we all have these
connections, however not everyone's are open and merged fully to be able to listen to higher
self all of the time.
Home Energy Patterns/Connections Healing: This session works on your connections to your
home environment. You establish connections to your home when you live in a place for an
extended period of time. You can feel the energy flow, good or bad, and these connections
need to be cleared and open to allow for positive energy movement.
Hot Spots/Vortex Points Removal Healing: This healing session removes all hot spots and
vortex points from within your energy fields. Hot spots and vortex points carry the positive,
negative or toxic energy flow that help when establishing connections, cordings, as well as
draining in negative or toxic energy patterns. Negative and damaging ones should be removed
to enhance energy flow.
Interdimensional Planes Healing: This healing works on the interdimensional planes for one's
energy fields. We want to keep the connections here positive and no negative energy or issues
coming in to one's energy fields from these areas. All negative and damaging issues will be
removed.
Imprinted Layers (LEF) Healing: This healing works on the Luminous Energy Field (LEF). Your LEF
is like an aura, which is an invisible matrix that holds the imprints of all of our karmic, personal
and ancestral memories, traumas and wounds. It records every thought, word and deed
directed at or generated by us with imprinted areas on our LEF and these can continue to build
over time.
Incarnation Connections Healing: This healing works on removing all incarnation connections
within your energy fields. These are created with every new past life re-incarnation that
happens and they build up within the soul level over and over again until they are closed and
removed.
Inner Child Pattern Healing: This healing works on the inner child pattern and issues that this is
holding. All problem areas are cleared and positive energy flow enhanced for a complete

releasement for this area. Inner child issues of any degree can be worked on with this session.
Karma Pattern (Basic) Healing: This healing works on the basic karma pattern for one's energy
fields. This deals with our current flow of karma energy for this lifetime and everything extends
off of this pattern. This is the main karma pattern you need to keep healthy and the other
connecting patterns to this are also suggested to be paired with this healing.
Karma Pattern (Family) Healing: This healing session works only on the family karma pattern
within one's energy fields. This works through your own personal energy but then extends
outward toward all family members for their family karma energy too!
Karmic Barriers Removal: This healing removes all karmic barriers within one's energy fields.
Karmic barriers block the positive karma energy flow for one's energy fields. All are removed
and dissipated back to the Universal Source energy. This allows for positive karma energy
movement for your energy flow.
Karmic Cords Healing: This healing will remove all negative karmic cords, repair or remove all
damaged karmic cords and enhance all positive karmic cords within your energy fields.
Karmic Implants Removal: This healing removes all karmic implants within one's energy fields.
Karmic implants are implants within the karma levels that keep positive energy from flowing for
them, All are removed and dissipated back to the Universal Source energy. This allows for
positive karma energy movement for your energy flow.
Karmic Imprints Removal: This healing removes all karmic imprints within one's energy fields.
Karmic imprints are like overlapping fingerprints on the energetic level for the karma energy
flow. They hold down the vibrational level and energy movement. All are removed and
dissipated back to the Universal Source energy. This allows for positive karma energy
movement for your energy flow.
Karmic Matrix Healing: This healing works on the karmic matrix only. Your karmic matrix is an
energy matrix that is located around your spinal area of your energetic field. This holds and
builds upon the ancestral karmic patterns for the area. This holds and contains the genetic
cording, old karmic patterns, attributes to your behavior patterns, as well as energetic problems
that can be passed down through the karma energy flow here.
Karmic Vortex Point Removal Healing: This healing removes all karmic vortex points within
one's energy fields. Karmic vortex points keep negative energy in the area and allow this to be a
strong energy flow for the karma areas. All are removed and dissipated back to the Universal
Source energy. This allows for positive karma energy movement for your energy flow.
Life/Full Spirit Activation Pattern Healing: This healing works on amplifying your personal
connection to your higher self, healing stress, increasing your overall vibrational level and
becoming infused with pure Divine Source light energy. The Full Spirit Healing and Activation

works on amplifying your connections to your soul level, increases your personal power and
strengths your overall energy bodies and their connections for all of your energy patterns and
energy flow.
Light Bodies Ascension Healing: This healing helps with awareness, stronger connections with
their higher self, spirit guides and the Divine Source, along with enlightenment, an inner
knowing, and so much more. The Light Body Ascension works on all 12 stages: DNA
Restructuring, Etheric Blueprints, Physical Body,Crystal Regulators, Mental Body, Intuition,
Heart Energy & Removing Blocks, Divine Connection, Lightbody Blueprint, Source
Consciousness, Spin Points and Divine Plan.
Love Meter Healing: This healing works on healing and resetting the love meter pattern of your
energy fields. Your love meter is a part of your energy patterns that controls and holds the
programming for the love flow in your life. By clearing your love meter this will remove all of
the problem areas within this area of your energy fields, release all of the old lower vibrational
programming here from your conscious and subconscious mind set, as well as reset this for a
positive energy flow for your energy fields.
Love Pattern Healing: This healing works on the most basic love pattern within your energy
fields. This is the pattern that connects into your love meter, as these sessions are often paired
together with the self love healing session. This area holds the main energy flow for your love in
your life.
Meridian Clearing/Healing: This healing works on clearing out all of your meridian lines and
patterns and healing all damaged areas. Once this is completed all meridians are then enhanced
with a positive energy flow for the vibrational level to increase back to 100%.
Negative/Positive Crystals Healing: This healing works on removing all negative crystals and
activating all positive crystals within one's energy fields. Negative Crystals are placed prior to
our incarnation, we as humans implanted protective crystals within our auric fields and layers.
Positive crystals lie dormant within our energy fields, and when activated, they can bring about
an inner knowing, an awareness, and overall wisdom along with a continuous positive healing
source.
Negative Etheric Implants Removal: This healing removes all negative etheric implants within
one's energy fields. These hold a lower past vibrational level for one's energy fields and when
removed increase their energy flow and vibrational level as well as many releasements come to
the surface with this session.
Negativity Patterns Removal: This healing is to remove all negativity patterns within one's
energy fields. For any middle aged person we can have thousands of negativity patterns within
our energy depending on our lifetime up until this point. To remove them all clears away a lot of
negative energy that can be draining on our energy patterns.

Open Connections Healing: This healing works on removing negative open connections,
repairing or removing damaged ones and enhancing positive open connections. Open
connections are our main energy source, next to cordings, within our energy fields that shares
energy between each other in any type of relationship that is developed. Open connections
provide a lot of energy exchange, so this is one major area to check on if you are dealing with
major issues with other people in your life. This is a comprehensive session and works on all
levels.
Open Transference Points Healing: This healing removes all open transference points from
within our energy fields. Open transference points feed into open areas with negative energy
flow. These allow for the negative energy to replicate quickly and should be removed as soon as
we know they are there.
Paradigm Patterns Removal Healing: This healing session works on removing all paradigm
patterns within one's energy fields. A paradigm pattern is something that holds back the energy
flow and the programming for an issue in one's life. Many people can have up to 100 of these
within their energy fields over time and for physical, emotional, mental, spiritual, energetic,
family, relationship and situational issues.
Parallel Existence Connections Healing: This healing works on removing negative and damaging
parallel existence connections within one's energy fields. These are open connections to our
parallel lifetimes and can allow negative energy flow to and from each of them when left open.
Parental Connections Healing: This healing works on one's parental connections within one's
energy fields. These are established with a child, and even an adoptive child, in the family and
they can increase. Negative and damaging connections are removed along with any problem
areas and positive energy flow enhanced.
Past Life Cellular Memory Pattern Healing: This healing will work on the past life cellular
memory to removal any impurities that have settled here and not within the past life portals.
This area can be overflowing with issues if a person has a multiple negative past life portals
open. This session is often paired with our other past life sessions to complete all areas here for
a balanced energy flow.
Past Life Implants Removal: This healing will remove all past life implants within one's energy
fields. These can cause a lot of backed up and negative energy to be held at the past life portals
influencing one's current lifetime.
Past Life Karmic Imprints Removal: This healing removes all past life karmic imprints. This area
can be holding a lot of issues that not only deal with your previous lifetimes but also your
current karma energy flow. It is important to work on this issue and pair this with the past life
sessions and karma sessions.
Past Life Portals Removal: This healing session works on closing one open negative or positive

past life portal per session. Typically many people only close their negative past life portals,
however some who want a completely clear energy flow also close their open positive portals
as well.
Portals (Additional) Removal: This healing works on closing any open portals within one's
energy fields that are not from past life issues. One portal closure per session. These can be any
type of portal from attachment portals, personal portals, home portals, etc.
Programming Patterns Removal Healing: This healing session removes all negative
programming patterns and releasements associated with them from one's energy fields. For a
middle aged person one can have thousands of negative programming patterns. Programming
patterns are from a lower vibrational level that you have moved on from however they have
not released.
Protection Pattern Healing: This healing works on the basic protection pattern of one's energy
fields. It removes all problem areas, heals any open gaps, leakage points, tears and holes and repatterns the energy flow. An enhancement is then done to keep this area high and vibrant.
Protection Healing (Advanced): This healing is a customized session Ms. Nicole Lanning created
and uses on her own personal energy. It is a combination of multi-layered, interwoven and
angelic protection energy for a high protective field against attacks, attachments, etc.
Psychic Attachments/Implants Removal: This healing works on removing any psychic
attachments to one's energy fields. All of them will be removed and all problem areas from
them repaired as well as a basic protection against them from attacking again. It is
recommended to have a protection session done with this session.
Relationship Cords Healing: This healing will remove all negative relationship cords, repair or
remove all damaged relationship cords and enhance all positive relationship cords within your
energy fields. Relationship cords are any type of cording dealing with any kind of relationship
(family, friends, co-workers, lovers, etc).
Resistance Clearing/Healing: This healing works on the main resistance pattern within one's
energy fields to remove any problem areas. Releasing resistance will remove all of these issues
from within at your soul level, spiritual level, and your energetic level in one session.
Scarcity Pattern Healing: This healing works on the main scarcity pattern within one's energy
fields. This holds scarcity issues from programming, blockages to the abundance and financial
pattern and can deal with problems with energy flow to the root chakra. This session is often
paired with these additional ones for a strong balanced energy flow.
Seal Connections Healing: This healing works on all main seals for the seven main chakra points
and aura layers. These seals help with energy leakage, blockages at them, and energy control
and flow for the chakras and aura layers and the connections that they have. If your energetic

seals are not strong, are breaking or damaged or are leaking, you will feel a loss of energy,
confusion, a draining feeling, and even weakness and a sense of overall tiredness going about
your day to day routine.
Self Esteem/Self Confidence Healing: This healing works on self esteem and self confidence
issues. Self-esteem and self confidence are something that we all need in every aspect of our
life. All problem areas will be removed and energy pattern will be re-patterned and will be high
and vibrant after this session.
Self Love Healing: This healing works on the self love pattern within one's energy fields. This
pattern is for self love issues only and is often paired with love pattern healing, soul mate
healing and love meter clearing. We need self love in our life first before we can love others!
Self Punishment Clearing/Healing: This healing works on any self punishment issues within
one's energy fields. These will be removed, released and all damaged areas repaired. The
energy flow will be returned to a positive high vibrational state.
Self Worth Healing: This healing works on the self worth pattern within one's energy fields. This
is dealing with self worth issues and is often paired with self love healing, self
esteem/confidence healing and self punishment healing to balance all four energy flow areas.
Seven Plane Level of Energetic Reality Healing: This healing works on all seven plane levels for
the Physical (Dense), Physical (Etheric), Astral (Lower), Astral (Middle), Astral (Higher), Manasic
(Lower), Manasic (Middle), Manasic (Higher), Buddhic, Atmic, Monadic and Logic. All problem
areas are removed, all areas repaired and balanced for their energy flow.
Sexual Energy Healing: This healing works on the main sexual energy pattern. This removes any
blockages or other problem areas for the person's energy. This pattern is connected in directly
with the root chakra, so it is often suggested to check into the chakra healing session as well
when having this one done.
Shadow Attachment Removal: This healing session removes any shadow attachments within
one's energy fields. Shadow attachments are not as strong as spiritual entities and often attach
to a person's energy fields to simply drain on their energy. These are common for people with a
lot of open past life portal or open areas of their energy fields.
Silver Cord of Life Healing: This healing works on the silver cord of life. The silver cord of life is
also known as the life thread, connection or linkage from the higher self down to the physical
body. This is also described as the connection and cord that joins your physical body to your
astral body. Your Silver Cord of Life is one that keeps your connections and energy flowing from
your spiritual form down to your physical form.
Six Realms of Existence Healing: This healing works on all six realms of existence for the Devagati/Realm of Devas (Gods)/Heavenly Beings, Asura-gariy/Realm of Asura (Titans), Preta-

gati/Realm of Hungry Ghosts, Naraka-gati/Hell Realm, Tiryagyoni-gati/Animal Realm and
Manusya-gati/Human Realm. All problem areas are removed, all areas repaired and balanced
for their energy flow.
Soul Cleansing (Basic) Healing: This healing is for your basic soul level. This will remove any
problem areas here (blockages, energy anchors, etc) and get your basic soul level balanced and
free flowing again. It is recommended to pair this healing with our soul contract removal, soul
retrieval and soul matrix healing sessions.
Soul Contract Healing: This healing works on your past and current soul level contracts. One key
symptom of needing a soul contract clearing are the feelings of obligation. Completed contracts
can be fully released and ones that need to be completed we will help this process along and
when they are completed a full releasement will be programmed here for them.
Soul Mate Healing: This healing is to work on your soul mate pattern and connections within
your energy fields. We all have a soul mate out in this physical in one form or another, as it is
just about finding them. Soul mates are created prior to entering this current lifetime. We were
connected in the spiritual realm by an energetic connection but then separate when we entered
this lifetime and the soul mates have been looking for their other half ever since.
Soul Matrix Healing: This healing works on the soul matrix portion of your energy fields. The
soul matrix holds all of your information for this current lifetime for your soul level. This is
where the main source of energy comes from for your energy fields and your soul. This is what
moves on after your pass away as this is your soul matrix of who you are.
Soul Paradigm Pattern Removal Healing: This healing removes all previous soul paradigm
issues. These can be anywhere within any part of your soul level, as we will remove all negative
and damaging ones for this session. Once removed all areas are healed and enhanced for their
positive energy flow.
Soul Retrieval/Fragment Healing: This healing works on repairing lost soul fragments back to
the soul level. Soul Fragment Retrieval is the recovery of parts of the soul level of the person
that he/she left or lost somewhere, separated due to trauma or abuse, or that were stolen or
borrowed by somebody else. If you can imagine your soul as a jigsaw puzzle and the missing
pieces are your lost soul fragments you can now understand the basic concept of a soul
retrieval is to find and bring back those puzzle pieces.
Spell Pattern Removal: This healing will remove all spell patterns within your energy fields from
other people,places, portals or past life issues. If these come in from previous lifetimes it is also
recommended to have the open past life portals closed as well. After the session is completed
you will also have a basic protection done to help prevent any new spells from being placed
within your energy fields.
Spiritual Baggage Removal Healing: This healing is to remove all spiritual baggage intrusions

from within one's energy fields. Spiritual baggage intrusions are issues that do not belong to us,
or blockages we have created in our spiritual energy by not addressing intense or overwhelming
emotions. These can be from our own energy as well as one's we have taken on from others.
Spiritual Communication Connections Healing: This healing works on one's spiritual
communication connections. These are direct open connections with the spiritual realm. These
are also connected in with one's spiritual dimension pattern. To have both of these high and
vibrant helps one communicate with the spiritual world.
Spiritual Dimension Healing: This healing works on repairing any issues within the spiritual
dimension pattern. All problem areas are healed and repaired and the energy flow for the
pattern enhanced. This session is often paired with the spiritual communication connection
healing.
Spiritual Entity Attachment Removal: This healing session removes all lower level spiritual
entities from within one's energy fields. This session is for lower level spiritual entities only. If
you are dealing with upper level entities, demonic attachments, etc please see our other
sessions for them.
Spiritual Parasite Removal Healing: This healing is to remove all spiritual parasites from within
one's energy fields. These are parasites on an energetic and spiritual level that are attacking the
body. Spiritual parasites do this on an energetic level as they were established during our
physical creation and are responsible for poor health conditions in our physical bodies.
Subconscious/Conscious Alignment Healing: This healing works on aligning the subconscious
and the conscious mind energy flow between the two. The connections are cleared and
merged. Any problem areas are cleared and all levels are aligned and free flowing for a stronger
mindset.
Subconscious Matrix Healing: This healing works on the subconscious matrix. The subconscious
matrix can hold the programming, beliefs, negative/positive thinking patterns as well as any
problem areas here for your subconscious mind. It is a matrix that is centered within the mental
pattern of your energy fields that controls these areas.
Ten Bodies Healing: This healing is for the ten bodies of our energy fields. Ten Bodies healing is
a very advanced healing that works on ten different body levels to bring about healing,
awareness, enlightenment, and a very high and vibrant energetic flow to all 10 levels! The ten
bodies included are: 1 Physical Body, 3 Mental Bodies (Negative Mind, Positive Mind and
Neutral Mind) and 6 Energy Bodies (Soul Body, Arc Line, Auric Body, Pranic Body, Subtle Body
and Radiant Body).
Third Ear Pattern Healing: This healing works on the third ear energy flow for one's energy
fields. This removes any problem areas, repairs the damaged areas, enhances the energy flow,
provides an energy boost and also activates and opens the third ear for spiritual connection and

hearing.
Third Eye Pattern Healing: This healing works on the third eye energy flow for one's energy
fields. This removes any problem areas, repairs the damaged areas, enhances the energy flow,
provides an energy boost and also activates and opens the third eye for spiritual connection and
seeing.
Thirty One Planes Healing: This healing is for all 31 planes for all problem areas to be removed,
all damaged repaired and all positive energy flow enhanced. The 31 Planes include each and
every one of these existence planes for healing on the Physical Plane,Astral Plane,Casual
Plane,Akashic Plane,Mental Plane,Messianic Plane, and Buddhaic Plane.
Three Sheath Layers Healing: This healing works on all three sheath layers to remove all
problems and repair all damage. The outer sheath works for your energetic patterns of the
physical format. The middle sheath works for your energetic patterns of your emotional format.
The inner sheath works for your energetic patterns of your soul level format.
Toxic Energy Pattern Removal: This healing is to remove all toxic energy patterns within one's
energy fields. For any middle aged person we can have hundreds to thousands of toxic patterns
within our energy depending on our lifetime up until this point. To remove them all clears away
a lot of harsh toxic energy that can be draining on our energy patterns.
True Soul Pattern Healing: This healing is to work on the trus soul pattern. Your true soul level
goes deeper within your soul pattern to the blueprint design for this area that holds all of the
energy information for your soul here. This area can be cleared and repaired and brought back
to the original design for free positive vibrant flowing energy.
Tunnels/Wormholes Removal Healing: This healing is to close and remove any tunnels or
wormhole openings within one's energy fields. These are typically created by stronger entity
attachments or can come in from open past life portals. These create a tremendous drain on
one's energy fields.
Younger Self Pattern Healing: This healing is for your younger self. These are former versions of
our energy fields that have separated due to an energy shift, trauma to our energy fields or
emotional patterns and even mental shifts as well. Your younger self is essentially a younger
part of you that is shifted here and is wanting to be rejoined within your energy fields for a
complete pattern of energy flow.
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